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Rama and sita fgo

CLASS:KNOW★ ★ ★ ★IDENTITY:RamaSTATS:AResistence Force BSpeed AMana BSuerte BNp ACLASS SKILLSMeatic Resistance ADivinity AMontura A+PERSONAL SKILLSCarisma BMaldicion of separicion (Never Known by his soulmate) BRemanic Performance (He can use both bows and spears, as if they were his noble ghost)
ANOBLE PHANTASM-Brahmastra Anti-Demon A+ (His own sword that can use it as a varied weapon or throw it)Witness my power! The immortal sword that even King Rakshasa succumbed to, take shape! Finish it, Brahmastra! -Vishnu Bhuja Anti-Armada A (The use of his many divine weapons delivered by sage, as np. Within this np,
spear, and the bow used in his invocation as known, to be able to use one per match)HISTORIA The protagonist of Ramayana, one of the two most important epic poems in India. Vishnu reincarnated as Rama, the prince of a normal country; an ordinary human being who had forgotten everything. Rama was intelligent from birth, but
ended up being stripped of his legacy to the throne and was banished from his country because of the plans I devise with a relative. In her adventure of exile her beloved Sita, who traveled with him, was snatched by Ravana hands a master of demons who could enslave even the gods because of a power acquired to deceive a great god.
Ravana was famous for the fact that only humans had the capacity to defeat him. Rama fought alongside an army of monkeys (which included the famous Hanuman). His battle spanned 14 years against the demon Ravana, PERSONALITY at first glance resembling a cryo. Although he is a knowledge sage, his mentality is simply trying to
be fashionable. Although they are friendly to animals and their subordinates, their attitude becomes very cruel to servants who are known tyrants. THE APPEARANCE Last meeting with SitaDESARROLLORin Kususaga is the designer of Rama.ROLE Pluribus Unum: Grand Battle of Legends of North AmericaThe main help in the
campaign with Nightingale. Status Profile Interlude Ascension Skill Upgrade Max Bond CE Status Name Rama Alias Seventh Avatar by Vishnu Class Saber ID No. 101 Rarity ★★★★ SR Cost 12 Max LV 80 ATK Lv.1 1,642 HP Lv.1 1 1,919 ATK Lv. 80 9,854 (11,854) HP Lv.80 11,993 (13,993) ATK Lv.90 10.88 (12,888) HP Lv.90 13,262
(12,888) HP Lv.90 13,262 (12,888)15262) ATK Lv.100 11,931 (13,931) HP Lv.100 14,541 (16,541) Servant Skills Blessing of Martial Arts A Critical Star Increase Increase Rate (1 turn)Increase Critical Strength (1 tour) Goals:Self-charging Time:6 turn(s) Lv.1 Lv.2 Lv.3 Lv.4 Lv.4 Lv.5 Lv.6 Lv.Lv.. 1 7 Lv.8 Lv.9 Lv.10 300%50% 320%55%
340%60% 360%65% 3 80%7 0% 400%75% 420%80% 8440%85% 460%90% 500%100% Charisma B Increase ATK of all allies (3 laps) Target: Allied Charge:7 turn (s) Lv.1 Lv.2 Lv.3 Lv.4 Lv.5 Lv.6 Lv.8 Lv.9 Lv.10 9% 9.9% 10.8% 11.7% 12.6% 13.5% 14.4% 15.3% 16.2% 18% Curse of Separation A Apply Guts (1 gang, 3 sving)Gendan
HP-mål:Selvopret gang:9 vending(er) Lv.1 Lv.2 Lv.3 Lv.4 Lv.5 Lv.6 Lv.7 Lv.8 Lv.9 Lv.10 1.0001000 1.0001200 1.0001400 1.0001600 1.0001800 1.0002000 1.0002200 1.0002400 1.0002600 1.0003000 Skill Charge Time vil blive reduceret med 1 tur på [Lv.6] og [Lv.10], reducere det med i alt 2 omgange, når du når maksimalt niveau.
Class Skills Magic Resistance An Increase Debuff Resist with 20% Riding A + Increase Quick Card Efficiency with 11% Divinity A Apply Damage Plus 200 Rama - Brahmastra Command Cards Profile Illustrator and Voice Illustrator Rin Kususaga CV Sawashiro Miyuki Character Info The protagonist of Ramayana, one of the two great epic
poems from India. Ravana - who could enslave himself the gods because of a power acquired by deceiving a great god - was a demon lord famous for the fact that only humans had the skills to defeat him. Vishnu, who gives the appeals of the gods, reincarnated as the prince of a particular country; an ordinary human being who had
forgotten everything. That's Rama. Parameters Strength A Endurance B Agility A+ Magic B Luck B NP A Background 1 Height &amp; Weight 168 cm 】 65 kg Alignment Lawful Good Series Fate/Grand Order Gender Male Origin Ramayana Region India Comment He refers to himself 「Yo」 Background 2 Rama was wise from birth, but
he ended up being stripped of his inheritance rights to the throne and expelled from his country because of his relative arrangements. During his beloved Sita - who was traveling with him - ripped away by the hands of Demon Lord Ravana, Rama boldly decided to fight. Along with an army of monkeys that included the famous Hanuman,
Rama - who was bestowed with many weapons by a sage - continued to fight the demon lord Ravana and his army for over 14 years. Background 3 And even such Rama had once committed a fatal blunder. After intervening in a battle among monkeys to save his ally ape Sugriva, he carried out a cowardly attack on enemy monkey Vali.
Not forgiveness that Vali's wife placed a curse on Rama. Even if you take your empress back, you will never be able to share joy with her again. ... such a curse is binding even now. Background 4 As for the Master, he fundamentally takes a somewhat haughty behavior. Because of that, he can give the impression of a rude brat. Although
he is as your average elder in terms of knowledge, his mentality simply does not catch up with it – such peculiar circumstances as a waiter are probably making him have such an attitude. Although he is gentle on animals and his subordinates, his attitude becomes rather stubborn to servants who are commonly known tyrants. Background
5 BrahmastraIndestructible Blades pierced through RakshasasRank: A + Type: 1 ~ 10Maximum Goals: 1The 「indestructible leaves」 that he was born with to defeat Demon Lord Ravana. It boasts enormous power against demonic existences. Originally an arrow; something to be fired from a bow, but Rama - who wanted to become a
Saber - forcibly rebuilt it. But the function of a thrown weapon has not been discarded, and this sword can also be violently thrown. You can't point out 「 so you throw it anyway」. Background 6 His desire for the Holy Grail is 「en reunion with Sita」. He died already and became a heroic spirit, but the effects of the curse that holds
binding him have not grown dim. And that curse will continue as long as the two continue to love each other. You could say that such a curse is at the same time a testament to their love. The reason why Rama is called up as a young boy is because, just as it was alluded to in the main scenario, the period when he fought in search of Sita
is actually his golden age. Interlude Quest Chapter Interlude Quest Ascension Bond Clear Reward Chapter 1ヴィシュヌ啦啦試練啦Ordeal of Vishnu Not?-Missing,3♦♦♦♦♦Bond Lv.55th Singularity:E Pluribus Unum Ascension Materials Ascension Costs Required Materials...? /Step 1 Ascension 50,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum
Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many options. Used as fuel to perform all kinds of magecraft.50,000 QP 4...? ... missing stage 2 Ascension150,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of magecraft.150,000 QP 10 8...?,{Stage
3 Ascension 500,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many options. Used as fuel to perform all kinds of magecraft.500,000 QP 4 4 4...? missing phase 4 Ascension1,500,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel
to implement all kinds of matecraft.1,500,000 QP 10 8 4 Skill Enhancement Materials Level Cost Required Materials Lv.1 → Lv.2100,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuation in spiritron that provides many options. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of magecraft.100,000 QP 4 Lv.2 → Lv.3200,000 QPSynthesis
ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many options. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of matecraft.200,000 QP 10 Lv.3 → Lv.4600,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many options. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of magecraft.600,000 QP 4 Lv.4 →
Lv.5800,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many options. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of magecraft.800,000 QP 10 2 Lv.5 → Lv.62,000,000 QPSynthesissis ResourceA Quantum fluctuations in the many options. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of matecraft.2,000,000 QP 4 4
Lv.6 → Lv.72,500,000 QPSynthesisA Resource Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of matecraft.2,500,000 QP 10 5 Lv.7 → Lv.85,000,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuation in spiritron that provides many options. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of
magecraft.5,000,000 QP 10 3 Lv.8 → Lv.96,000,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to implement all kinds of magecraft.6,000,000 QP 9 60 Lv.9 → Lv.1010,000,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many options. Used
as fuel to implement all kinds of matecraft.10,000,000 QP 1 Maximum Bond Craft Essence Rarity Image Name Costs HP ATK Icon Effect 4★ 不滅なる刃Indestructible Blade 9 100 100 When equipped for rama (Saber) only, increase critical strength of all allies by 25%, while he is in the field «Top Next » »
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